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Summary. Recent work on early vision such as image segmentation, image denoising, stereo matching, and optical flow uses Markov Random Fields. Although this
formulation yields an NP-hard energy minimization problem, good heuristics have
been developed based on graph cuts and belief propagation. Nevertheless both approaches still require tens of seconds to solve stereo problems on recent PCs. Such
running times are impractical for optical flow and many image segmentation and
denoising problems and we review recent techniques for speeding them up. Moreover, we show how to reduce the computational complexity of belief propagation by
applying the Four Color Theorem to limit the maximum number of labels in the underlying image segmentation to at most four. We show that this provides substantial
speed improvements for large inputs, and this for a variety of vision problems, while
maintaining competitive result quality.

1 Introduction
Much recent work on early vision algorithms – such as image segmentation,
image denoising, stereo matching, and optical flow – models these problems
using Markov Random Fields (MRF). Although this formulation yields an
NP-hard energy minimization problem, good heuristics have been developed
based on graph cuts [3] and belief propagation [30, 22]. A comparison between
the two different approaches for the case of stereo matching is described in [23].
Both approaches still require tens of seconds to solve stereo problems on recent
PCs. Such running times are impractical for many stereo applications, but
also for optical flow and many image segmentation and denoising problems.
Alternative, faster methods are available but generally give inferior results.
In the case of Belief Propagation (BP), a key reason for its slow performance is that the algorithm complexity is proportional to both the number
of pixels in the image, and the number of labels in the underlying image segmentation, which is typically high. If we could limit the number of labels,
its speed performance should improve greatly. Our key observation is that by
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modifying the propagation algorithms we can use a low number of placeholder
labels, that we can reuse for non-adjacent segments. These placeholder labels
can then be replaced by the full set of actual labels. Since image segments
form a planar graph, they therefore require at most four placeholder labels by
virtue of the Four Color Theorem (FCT) [17] to still have different colors for
all adjacent segments. A joint optimization process provides a fast segmentation through the placeholder labels and a fine-grained labeling through the
actual labels. The computational time is basically dependent on the number
of placeholder rather than actual labels. This chapter is an extended version
of our previous published work [24]. For the sake of self-consistency, the FCT
is explained next.
The FCT states that for any 2D map there is a four-color covering such
that contiguous regions sharing a common boundary (with more than a single
point) do not have the same color. F. Guthrie first conjectured the theorem
in 1852 (Guthrie’s problem). The consequence of this theorem is that when
an image, seen as a planar graph, is segmented into contiguous regions, there
are only four colors to be assigned to each pixel/node for all segments to be
surrounded only by segments of different colors (see Figure 1). Once such 4color scheme is adopted, for each pixel/node there is only one of four decisions
that can be taken.

Fig. 1. Planar graphs: political world map colored with 4 colors illustrating the FCT
(left, only the land boundaries are considered) and an example with 4 connected
regions showing that less than 4 colors would indeed not suffice (right).

This work exploits the FCT result to substantially improve the running
time of BP, thus providing fast alternatives to local methods for early vision
problems. Our approach assigns one of 4 colors, i.e. one of 4 placeholder labels,
to each pixel, in order to arrive at a stable segmentation of the image. At the
same time it assigns a more fine-grained label, like the intensities, disparities,
or displacements to each of the 4 possible colors. The resulting fine-grained
labeling – the actual outcome of the algorithm – changes continuously within
the segments and abruptly across their boundaries. In doing so, our approach
provides a fast approximation to optimal MRF labeling. Henceforth we will
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systematically refer to placeholder labels as colors, and to actual, fine-grained
labels as labels.
In the case of image segmentation, we obtain results that are qualitatively
comparable to traditional log-linear Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)-based
methods [6], but with computation times only linear in the number of pixels.
Also for image denoising, stereo matching, and optical flow, we obtain computation times linear in the number of pixels but independent of the number
of labels (resp. intensities, disparities, and displacements). The results are
as accurate as for the (slower) multi-scale loopy belief propagation proposed
in [7].
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 surveys
the (recent) MAP inference literature focusing on Loopy Belief Propagation
for MRF labeling and provides the links between the graph coloring theory
and our settings. Section 3 goes into more details about the implementation of
Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP). In Section 4, the Four Color Theorem-based
techniques are incorporated in both the LBP framework and a fast forward BP
approximation. Section 5 describes the experiments that were conducted, and
how the proposed techniques can be used for tasks like image segmentation,
image denoising, stereo matching, and optical flow. The conclusions are drawn
in Section 6.

2 Related literature
So far, the FCT has been used only sporadically in computer vision. To the
best of our knowledge, Vese and Chan [26] were the first to use the FCT
in computer vision for their multiphase level set framework, in the piecewise
smooth case. Agarwal and Belongie [1] showed that the two bit upper bound
for per-pixel label storage in color-coded image partitions as a result of FCT,
still is sub-optimal according to information theory. As said, this work for the
first time introduces the use of the FCT in MAP inference for MRF labeling.
In what follows, we review the state-of-the-art in MRF labeling and provide
further background information on graph coloring.
2.1 MAP Inference - Discrete MRF
The general framework for the problems we consider here can be defined as
follows (we use the notation and formulation from [7]). Let P be the set
of pixels p in an image and L be a set of labels. The labels correspond to
the quantities that we want to estimate at each pixel, such as disparities,
intensities, or classes. A labeling f then assigns a label fp ∈ L to each pixel
p ∈ P. Typically, a labeling varies smoothly except for a limited number of
places, where it changes discontinuously, i.e. at segment edges. A labeling is
evaluated through an energy function,
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E(f ) =

X
(p,q)∈N

V (fp , fq ) +

X

Dp (fp )

(1)

p∈P

where the (p, q) in N are the edges in the four-connected image grid. V (fp , fq )
is the pairwise cost or ‘discontinuity cost’ of assigning labels fp and fq to two
neighboring pixels p and q. Dp (fp ) is the unary cost or ‘data cost’ of assigning
label fp to pixel p. Finding a labeling with minimum energy corresponds to
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation problem for an appropriately
defined MRF.
The MAP inference for discrete MRFs is NP-hard except for tree-structured
MRFs, and pairwise MRFs with submodular energies, where
V (a, a) + V (b, b) ≤ V (a, b) + V (b, a)

(2)

for two neighboring pixels and the labels a, b ∈ L. In practice, approximate
optimization methods are proposed [21, 29] for minimizing the energy in (1).
Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) [2], Simulated Annealing [10] and Highest
Confidence First (HCF) [4] are among the oldest such methods. The 1990s
turned Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) [15] and Graph Cuts [11] into mainstream methods. A lot of recent efforts are going into optimization methods such as quadratic pseudo-boolean optimization [18], linear programming
primal-dual, or other dual methods [29].
In this work we focus mainly on LBP methods, and more particular on the
max-product approach [30], which we adapt based on the FCT. Other variants include: factor graph BP higher-order factors [13], particles for continuous variables - non-parametric BP [20], top M solutions [32], tree-reweighted
message passing BP [27].
When it comes to speeding up LBP, again several approaches can be mentioned: Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [7] introduce a distance transform and
multiple scale guided LBP, Coughlan and Shen [5] employ a dynamic quantization of the state space, while Potetz and Lee [16] propose higher-order
factors with linear interactions. Other solutions are tailored towards specific
applications, e.g. Yang et al. [33] propose a constant-space BP variant for
stereo matching.
2.2 Graph Coloring
In graph theory, graph coloring is a subclass of graph labelings [9], which is
the assignment of labels to the edges and/or vertices of a graph. We focus
on vertex coloring, i.e. the assignment of different labels to adjacent vertices.
Traditionally, the labels were called “colors”, as coloring the countries on a
map was the first problem tackled (see Figure 1(left)). This problem was later
generalized to coloring the faces of a graph embedding in the plane. By planar
duality, it became a vertex coloring problem.
A (proper) k-coloring is a vertex coloring using at most k different colors,
with all neighboring vertices differing in color. Then, the graph is called kcolorable. The chromatic number of a graph is the smallest number of colors
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needed to color the graph. A k-colorable graph is k-chromatic when k is its
chromatic number.
Deciding for an arbitrary graph if it admits a proper vertex k-coloring
is NP-complete. Finding the chromatic number is thus an NP-hard problem.
While there are greedy algorithms able to achieve (d + 1)-coloring solutions,
where d is maximum degree (adjacencies) of any node in the graph, these do
not allow for the derivation of the chromatic number, as the actual coloring
uses at most d + 1 colors, not exactly d + 1[28]. Providing a proper vertex
k-coloring solution or counting the number of k-coloring solutions has been
proven to have exponential time complexity.

girth 4 graph

girth 3 graph

Fig. 2. Girth. While the 2D grid connectivity is a girth 4 planar graph (left), at a
higher level, after merging the grid vertices into regions/segments the new planar
graph can have girth 3 (right).

The MRF labeling problems we work with are defined on grids, which
often are combined with a 4-connectivity (see Figure 2). This representation
corresponds to a planar graph, that is, a graph that can be drawn in the plane
without edge crossings. According to the FCT [17] the chromatic number of
the graph is 4 – at most 4 different colors are needed such that no adjacent
vertices have the same color. For vertex coloring any map on a torus maximum
7 colors are necessary. On a projective plane, Klein bottle, or Moebius strip,
one needs 6 colors. For spheres just 4 are necessary, as for planes. For more
details, we refer the reader to [31]. Another vertex coloring result is given
by Groetzsch’s theorem [12]. If the planar graph is triangle-free, that is, the
length of the shortest cycle (or girth, see Figure 2) is at least 4, then the
chromatic number of the graph is 3 (see Figure 1(right) for an example with
girth 3 and thus requiring at least 4 colors).
The MRF labeling problems working on image grids can be seen as a joint
optimization for the optimal image/grid segmentation into regions sharing
the same label and the optimal assignment of such labels for each segmented
region. The underlying segmentation can be seen as a planar graph, as if
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the regions are the equivalent of countries on a map and the region adjacencies are inherited from the local adjacencies on the initial grid. Thus, we
have a vertex coloring problem for a planar graph. Provided that the regions/countries/segments are fixed, the four-color theorem guarantees that 4
colors are sufficient for a 4-coloring solution of the underlying segmentation.
For each 4-colored segment a final label assignment is to be optimized. Each
image pixel is part of one color segment, and the number of color states is
bounded by 4 as a result of the FCT. Moreover, the MRF label is carried at
color state level as a property of each color segment, i.e. for each color a single
label is carried. During the MRF optimization process, both label and color
state segment are continuously estimated by means of message passing under
the Loopy Belief Propagation umbrella. Graph coloring theory thus provides a
powerful argument that we can reduce the number of states when segmenting
an image using an MRF labeling formulation.
Note that starting from the triangle-free planar graph of pixels does not
imply that the planar graph of the underlying segmentation is a trianglefree planar graph as well. These segment adjacencies follow from merging the
pixel-wise adjacencies. On the other hand, edge crossings are still impossible
as a planar graph is still a planar graph whenever two adjacent nodes are
merged. In summary we still have a planar graph, but it no longer needs to be
triangle-free and the girth can thus decrease to 3 (one example in Figure 2).
This calls for not using only 3 color states (as Groetzsch’s theorem would
allow for triangle-free planar graphs). In the experimental Section 5.5 the
proper number of color states is empirically validated and comes out to be 4,
as theoretically expected.

3 Loopy Belief Propagation
For inference on MRFs, Loopy Belief Propagation can be used [30]. In particular, the max-product approach finds an approximate minimum cost labeling
of energy functions in the form of Equation (1). Indeed, as an alternative to
a formulation in terms of probability distributions, an equivalent formulation
uses negative log probabilities, where the max-product becomes a min-sum.
Following Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [7], we use this formulation as it is
numerically more robust and makes more direct use of the energy function.
The max-product BP algorithm passes messages around on a graph defined
by the 4-connected image grid. Each message is a vector, with the number of
possible labels as dimension (some examples in Figure 3). Let mtp→q be the
message that node p passes on to a neighboring node q at time (iteration)
t, 0 < t ≤ T , p, q ∈ P. T is the total number of iterations. Consistent with
the negative log formulation, all entries in m0p→q are initialized to zero. At
each iteration t, new messages are computed based on the previous ones from
iteration t − 1, as follows:
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(a) incoming messages

(b) label states

(c) 4 color states

(d) 4 color states pencil
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Fig. 3. Local neighborhoods in BP with message passing (a) and a pencil example
(d). Note the reduction in working states from the traditional approaches (= number
of labels) (b) to only 4 color states (c).

X

mtp→q (fq ) = min(V (fp , fq ) + Dp (fp ) +
fp

mt−1
g→p (fp ))

(3)

g∈N (p)\q

where N (p) \ q denotes all of p’s neighbors, except q, and fq ∈ L is the label
of q. After T iterations, a belief vector m̂q is computed for each node q ∈ P.
m̂q is of size equal with the number of labels,|L|, having one entry for each
potential label fq ∈ L, and N (q) is the set of neighbors for q:
X
m̂q (fq ) = Dq (fq ) +
mTp→q (fq )
(4)
p∈N (q)

Finally, for each node q, the best label fˆq that minimizes m̂q (fq ) is selected:
fˆq = arg min m̂q (fq )
fq

(5)

The standard implementation of this message passing algorithm runs in
O(nk 2 T ) time, with n the number of pixels, n = |P|, k the number of possible
labels, k = |L|, and T the number of iterations. Essentially it takes O(k 2 ) time
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to compute each message vector between neighboring nodes (see Equation (3))
and there are O(n) messages per iteration. In [7] the time of computing each
message is reduced to O(k). This acceleration is based on the distance transform for particular classes of data cost functions D such as truncated linear
and quadratic models combined with a Potts model for the discontinuity cost
V . Thus, the algorithm has O(nkT ) time complexity.
3.1 Multiscale BP on the Grid Graph
As in [7], we can partition the 2D grid in a checkerboard pattern where every
edge connects nodes of different partitions, so that the grid graph is bipartite
(see Figure 4(c)). We then compute only half of the messages, e.g. from the
green nodes to the blue nodes in Figure 4(c). Then we swap partitions and
do the same. This process of partial message passing in 2 subsequent tacts
is repeated until convergence or a maximum number of iterations has been
reached. This scheme has the advantage of requiring no additional memory
space for storing the updated messages. Another technique explained in [7] and
also used here addresses the problem of needing many iterations of message
passing to cover large distances. One solution is to perform BP in a coarse-tofine manner, so that the long-range interactions between nodes are captured
by shorter ones in coarser graphs. The minimization function does not change.
In this hierarchical approach, BP runs at one resolution level in order to get
estimates for the next finer level. Better initial estimates from the coarser level
help to speed up the convergence at the finer level. The pyramidal structure
works as follows. The zero-th level is the original image (see Figure 4(a)). The
i-th level corresponds to a lower-resolution version with blocks of 2i ×2i pixels
grouped together. The resulting blocks are still connected in a grid structure
(see Figure 4(a,b), showing the first two levels as an example). For a block B,
the adapted data cost of assigning label fB is
X
DB (fB ) =
Dp (fp )
(6)
p∈B

where the sum runs over all pixels p in the block B. The multiscale algorithm
first solves the problem at the coarsest level, where the messages are initialized
to zero. Subsequent, finer levels take the previous, coarser level as initialization. In the 4-connected grid each node p sends messages in all 4 directions,
right, left, up, down. Let rpt be the message sent by node p to the right at
iteration t, and similarly lpt , utp , dtp for the other directions. This is just a
renaming. If q is the right neighbor of p then rpt = mtp→q and lqt = mtq→p . If q
is the upper neighbor of p then utp = mtp→q and dtq = mtq→p . For a node p at
0
0
level i − 1, the messages (rp,i−1
, lp,i−1
, u0p,i−1 , d0p,i−1 ) will be initialized with
the ones obtained by solving the level i for the containing block B, p ∈ B:
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0
rp,i−1
0
lp,i−1
u0p,i−1
d0p,i−1

T
← rB,i
T
← lB,i
← uTB,i
← dTB,i

9

(7)

The total number of nodes in a quad-tree is upper bounded by
n(1 +

∞
X
4
1
1
1
1
=n
+
+
+ ···) = n
i
4 16 64
4
3
i=0

(8)

where n is the number of nodes at the finest level, that is, in our case, the
number of pixels in the image, n = |P|. We have 4/3 the number of nodes
at the finest level, n, so the overhead introduced by the multiscale approach
amounts to only 1/3 of the original single scale approach, but it results in a
greatly reduced number of iterations (between five and ten iterations per scale
instead of hundreds at the finest) for convergence. In general, the number of
levels needed is proportional to log2 of the image diameter. The diameter is
defined as the longest shortest path between any two nodes (pixels) in the
connected grid (graph) representation (of the image). The traditional LBP
scheme using one level requires at least a number of iterations equal with the
diameter of the image in order to allow information propagation between any
two nodes.
3.2 Forward Belief Propagation
While, in theory, the LBP messages are updated simultaneously, we propose
a traversing order for the nodes in the 2D grid as another way to speed up
the propagation of beliefs. Sequentially applying the message updates in the
imposed order allows a belief from one node to influence all the following
nodes in the traversing order.
Once the traversal order has been fixed, updating the messages in that
order corresponds to a Forward Belief Propagation (FBP), whereas Backward
Belief Propagation (BBP) corresponds to going in the reverse order of the
traversal. Here we consider the traversing order to be in a zigzag/square wave
pattern (see Figure 4(d)). Starting from top-left we first go to the top-right,
then we go down one line and take the path back to the left, where we move to
the next line and repeat the procedure until no line remains unvisited. This
traversing order has some advantages in canceling/reducing the incorrectly
propagated beliefs.
The message costs have to be normalized. One way of doing this is to
simply divide by the number of messages used for computing them. In our
4-connected grid graph, we divide the costs of the newly updated messages
by 4.
Note that our zigzag FBP and BBP can be used in the multiscale framework as described in Section 3.1. In our implementations we use the forward
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(a) multiscale - level 0

(b) multiscale - level 1

(c) checkerboard

(d) zigzag forward

Fig. 4. Levels in multiscale (a,b), a checkerboard (c), and zigzag forward traversal
for a 2D grid (d).

traversal order (see Figure 4(d)) in the odd iterations and the backward traversal order in the even iterations. Replacing the checkerboard scheme with FBP
traversing in the multiscale BP framework (BP-FH) from [7] provides very
similar performance in the stereo and denoising tasks. We refer to this method
as Forward Belief Propagation - Multi Scale (FBP-MS). Without multiscale
guidance, FBP usually gets stuck in a poor solution.

4 Four Color Theorem in BP
The Four Color Theorem guarantees us, that with only four colors, neighboring segments can always be colored differently. This is important for all
low-level processes where keeping boundaries intact is crucial. Examples are
segmentation, but also stereo, optical flow, and image denoising. Within the
resulting segments, more refined labels have to be assigned to the different
pixels (e.g. gradually changing disparities, displacements, or intensities). With
only 4 colors to be considered, we have - at a single pixel - the limitation that
we can associate with each of the 4 colors only 1 label. This may sound like
a drastic restriction. Yet, one should consider the different pixels within the
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segments, that can each bring 4 such labels to the table. The total number
of labels that are considered is therefore a lot larger. The hope is that the
message passing will distribute the truly relevant labels. Messages actually
contain both color and label information. Following our experimental results,
the proper label is, at least for sufficiently large segments, seen to prevail.
Note that one could add robustness by additionally considering a randomly
selected label for each pixel when the message passing updates are computed.
Our results did not call for such addition, however.
Importantly, by keeping only four labels, one for each possible color state of
one pixel/node in the 2D grid graph, we obtain an algorithm that is linear in
the number of pixels but not labels, and therefore is very fast. Moreover, our
results are comparable to those obtained when using standard max-product
BP, efficient multiscale BP [7], or graph cuts algorithms to minimize energy
functions in the form of Equation (1).
In Figure 3(d) we show two neighboring nodes/pixels with 4 color states
and a pencil. The pencil shows the possible connections between one state and
the states of a neighboring node/pixel. Here, as usual, only the best connection
is used, i.e. the one that minimizes a certain energy.
The Four Color Theorem says that we can cover an image with disjoint
segments, where each segment has one of no more than four colors, and no
two segments sharing a border of more than one pixel have the same color.
The total number of segments for the problems considered here is a priori
unknown but upper bounded by the number of image pixels, n = |P|. Let S
be the set of segments. Thus, locally each pixel can belong to one of four color
states and the color itself represents the segment of pixels connected through
the same color. In Equation (1) the labeling f should assign each pixel p from
P to a segment from S.
In the next sections, color state is the term used to refer to the construct
where for each of the 4 colors used for the underlying segmentation we keep
energies, estimated labels, and possibly other parameters, locally assigned to
each underlying color segment.
4.1 BP with Four Colors
In order to work with four color states, the labeling f , in our new formulation,
assigns fp ∈ C to each pixel p ∈ P, where the cardinality of C is 4 (|C| =
4). In the left part of Figure 5 a 4-connected grid neighborhood is depicted
for the four colors case. The edges/connections to the neighboring nodes are
picked to minimize the energies in the BP formulation. For each pixel p ∈
P, each possible color state of that pixel c ∈ C, and each of its neighbors
q ∈ N (p), we have a data parameter that is continuously updated through
message passing, µtp→q (c) at iteration t. Thus, µtq (c) is updated by using all the
incoming messages, including µtp→q (c). The data parameter µtq (see Figure 3),
which represents a quantity to be estimated in each pixel, is the equivalent of
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the labels in the original BP formulation, where there is a bijection between
labels and quantities to be estimated.

C

D

B

A

Fig. 5. Four color states pixel neighborhood used in computing message updates,
the case for BP-FCT (left) and FBP-FCT(right).

The initial values for µ0p (c) and µ0p→q (c) depend on the data; we set them
to the best observation we have. For example, in stereo matching, these will
be the best scoring disparities in each pixel (in a winner-take-all sense) and in
image denoising, the pixel values. When we compute the new messages (using
Equation (3)), we also store the color of the state, ĉtp→q , for which we have
the minimum message energy at iteration t:
X
ĉtp→q (fq ) = arg min (V (fp , fq ) + Dp (fp ) +
mt−1
(9)
g→p (fp ))
fp ∈C

g∈N (p)\q

for every color state fq ∈ C. Also, at each iteration, part of the message is the
data parameter estimation:
t
µtp→q (fq ) = µt−1
p (ĉp→q (fq ))

(10)

for every color state fq ∈ C. The exact nature of V and Dp depends on the
application and will be specified in section 5.
We call this formulation BP-FCT, standing for Belief Propagation with
Four Color Theorem principle.
4.2 FBP with Four Colors
FBP (see Section 3.2) does not produce good quality results on its own (e.g., in
the absence of multiscale guidance). A solution is to consider a different updat-
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ing scheme at each step, employing local consistency. Standard message updating assumes that the history and neighborhood belief are stored/propagated
in all the messages reaching the current node and takes the best updates.
Instead, we exploit the ordering introduced in FBP, and keep track of the
links/connections/edges which provided the best costs for each node and color
state in the grid. Thus the nodes are processed sequentially, following the imposed order (see Figure 5). We compute the current best costs only based on
the connections to the previously processed nodes. These are (for an inner
node, i.e: A in Figure 5) the previously processed node (in the traversal order,
B in Figure 5) and the neighboring node from the previously processed line
(D in Figure 5).
For each pixel p from the image, p ∈ |P|, and each possible color state
c ∈ C, we keep the minimum obtained energy E(p, c), the estimated average
image intensity/color coined µp,c (the estimated label) of the segment where
p belongs to, and the estimated number of pixels in the current segment Np,c .
We use the following notations:
c← (p, c) - the color state from the preceding pixel in the FBP traversing order
for p that contributed to the energy E(p, c), ∀c ∈ C (e.g. c← (A, blue) = yellow
in Figure 5).
l← (p) - the link to the preceding pixel according to the FBP traversing order
for p (e.g. l← (A) = B in Figure 5).
c↑ (p, c) - the color state from the neighboring pixel in the previous computed
raw of pixels in the FBP traversing order for p that contributed to the energy
E(p, c), ∀c ∈ C (e.g. c↑ (A, red) = green in Figure 5).
l↑ (p) - the link to the neighboring pixel in the previous raw of pixels according
to the FBP traversing order for p (e.g. l↑ (A) = D in Figure 5).
The right part of Figure 5 shows the general case where for the current node
A we only use what we know from the already traversed nodes (B, C, D). To
enforce local consistency, we calculate the energy of each possible color state
of a pixel A not only from the previous pixel B, but also from the color state
of the pixel D that, through C influenced that particular color state in B.
For example, in Figure 5, to compute the energy to go from the green state
in B to the red state in A we observe that if B is green, then D is also green
(via the C node). Therefore, the possible energy in A’s red state, if B’s green
state is considered as connection, is the sum of the transition energy from B’s
green state and D’s green state. Computing the best energy for each of A’s
4 color states requires to first consider all of B’s states leading there, each
time paired with the corresponding state in D, and to then take the minimum
energy among these alternatives.
Thus, the energy E(p, c) is computed consistently if the links point correctly on the grid:
l↑ (p) = l← (l↑ (l← (p)))
(11)
and
c↑ (p, c) = c← (l↑ (l← (p)), c↑ (l← (p), c← (p, c)))

(12)
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which enforces that the connecting color state c← (p, c) of the previously processed pixel results from the connecting color state c↑ (p, c) of the neighboring
pixel from the previously processed line.
In order to compute E(p, c), we first compute for each possible color state
i ∈ C of the previously processed pixel the energy
E← (p, c, i) = E(l← (p), i) + h ((p, c), (l← (p), i)) +
+h ((p, c), (l↑ (p), c← (l↑ (l← (p)), c↑ (l← (p), i))))

(13)

cumulating the energy E(l← (p), i) of the previously processed pixel, the energy
for color states of the previous and current pixels, as well as the energy for
corresponding color states of the current pixel and the connected one on the
previous line. Now we can take the lowest energy over all possible color states
i as
E(p, c) = min E(l← (p), c, i)
(14)
i∈C

and store the color state from the previously processed pixel which provides
the best energy:
c← (p, c) = arg min E(l← (p), c, i)
(15)
i∈C

The energy h((p, cp ), (q, cq )) between two pixels p, q ∈ P, given their corresponding color states cp , cq ∈ C, is:

D(I(p), I(q), σc ) + D(µp,cp , µq,cq , σm ) if cp = cq
h((p, cp ), (q, cq )) =
2 − [D(I(p), I(q), σc ) + D(µp,cp , µq,cq , σm )] if cp 6= cq
(16)
where I(p) is the color value of the pixel p, σx indicates a noise level for x used
in some of our applications, D(I(p), I(q), σc ) is the smoothness cost between
two pixels p and q with color values I(p) and I(q), and D(µp,cp , µq,cq , σm )
is the data cost agreeing between the estimated working labels/quantities at
color segment level µp,cp and µq,cq .
The distance/penalty D(u, v, σ) between pixel values penalizes for segment
discontinuities between similar values (ku − vk1 < 2σ 2 ), whereas if the pixels
are very different, the penalty is reasonably small.


ku − vk1
(17)
D(u, v, σ) = 1 − exp −
2σ 2
The function models the distribution of the label noise among neighboring
pixels, with σ its variance. For the smoothness cost we can take a different
σ than for the data cost. Here we use σc for agreement between pixel color
values and σm for the agreement between the average labels of segments.
The link to the corresponding pixel state at the previous line is stored in
c↑ (p, c) = c← (l↑ (l← (p)), c↑ (l← (p), c← (p, c))).

(18)

Given the previous notations, the estimated label µp,c for a pixel p and
color state c in a segment and the approximated number of pixels belonging
to the segment, Np,c , are obtained as follows:
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Np,c


if c = c← (p, c)
 Nl← (p),c← (p,c) + 1
Nl↑ (p),c↑ (p,c) + 1 if c = c↑ (p, c) ∧ c 6= c← (p, c)
=

1
otherwise
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(19)

and

if c = c← (p, c)
 (µl← (p),c← (p,c) Nl← (p),c← (p,c) + I(p))/Np,c
(µl↑ (p),c↑ (p,c) Nl↑ (p),c↑ (p,c) + I(p))/Np,c if c = c↑ (p, c) ∧ c 6= c← (p, c)
µp,c =

I(p)
otherwise
(20)
For Np,c , we either increment the estimated number of pixels of the color
segment to which the current pixel is assigned, or we put it to 1 if a new color
segment is formed. Following the same logic, the estimated label in the current
pixel changes by taking a weighted average over that pixel’s label (I(p)) and
the label of at most one of its neighbors: the previously updated neighbor if
it lies in the same 4-color segment; if not, the neighbor on the previous line if
that falls within the same segment; and none if both neighbors fall outside.

5 Experiments
We now demonstrate how the proposed methods can be used in different early
vision applications that can be formulated as energy minimization problems
through an MRF model.
For all those applications we provide details about discontinuity/pairwise
costs (V (fp , fq )), data/unary costs (Dp (fp )), and message updates/computations
(µtp (fp ), mtp→q (fq )). Also, we provide a comparison with well-known standard
methods. The images used are from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [14],
the Middlebury Stereo Datasets [19], and enhancement images from [7].
All the provided running times were obtained on an Intel Core 2 Duo
T7250 (2.0GHz/800Mhz FSB, 2MB Cache) notebook with 2GB RAM. More
results are available at: http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/˜rtimofte/
5.1 Image segmentation
For comparison, we use our proposed method based on the Four Color Theorem - FBP-FCT (see Section 4.2) versus a standard Minimum Spanning Tree
based method - MST-FH from [6].
The oversegmentation in our FBP-FCT is addressed in a similar fashion
to MST-FH in [6]. The smaller (than an imposed minimum size) segments
are merged with other segments until no segment with a size less than the
imposed minimum remains. We use the original MST-FH implementation with
the original parameters (σ = 0.8, k = 300). Our FBP-FCT method uses an
initial smoothing of the image with σ = 0.7, σc = 3.2, and σm = 4.2 (see
Equation (17)). We set k = 300 and the minimum segment size for both
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Original

FBP-FCT

MST-FH

Fig. 6. Segmentation results. Minimum segment size set to 50 pixels.
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methods is 50 pixels. Figure 6 depicts the image segmentation results for
several cases.
MST-FH is an O(n log n) algorithm, while FBP-FCT is O(n|C|2 ), where
n is the number of pixels in the image, i.e. n = |P|. This means (and our
tests show) that FBP-FCT and MST-FH have comparable running times on
low resolution images while for high resolution images (log n > |C|2 ), the
FBP-FCT is faster. For example, the Venus RGB image with 434 × 383 pixels
(top-left in Figure 6) is processed by MST-FH in about 250 milliseconds, while
our approach takes 320 milliseconds. For the upscaled image with 3472 × 3064
pixels our FBP-FCT runs in 16 seconds, half a second less than the MST-FH
method. Using fewer than 4 color states largely improves the running time of
our method, as we show in Section 5.5.
5.2 Image denoising
The image denoising problem is a case where usually the number of labels (in
an MRF/BP formulation) is very large since it is equal to the number of intensity levels/colors used. We argue that this way of seeing the problem, besides
being computationally demanding, does not take advantage of the relation
that exists between labels as intensities. The intensity values are obtained
through uniform sampling of a continuous signal, therefore carry direct information on their relative closeness. Instead of updating labels through selection
from neighboring labels, as with standard BP, our scheme – which maintains
the discrete nature of the 4 colors – can submit the actual, neighboring labels
to mathematical operations such as averaging.
In the BP-FCT formulation (see Section 4.1) we take the following updating function for the intensity data at each message:
P
αI(q) + p∈N (q)\q (µtp→q (fq )[ĉtp→q (fq ) = fq ])
t
P
(21)
µq (fq ) =
α + p∈N (q)\q [ĉtp→q (fq ) = fq ]
where [· = ·] is the Iverson bracket for Kronecker’s delta, i.e. it returns 1 for
equality, 0 otherwise, and α is the weight/contribution of the observed value
I(q) in the updated data term. Here we use α = 0.25. ĉtp→q (fq ) is defined by
Equation (9) and represents the best color state for which we achieved the
minimum message energy at iteration t.
The data cost for a pixel p, at iteration t is taken as
Dp (fp ) = min(kI(p) − µt−1
p (fp )k2 , τ1 )

(22)

where τ1 acts as a truncation value, that is empirically set. Dp depends on the
difference between the estimated intensity value µtp (fp ) at iteration t and the
observed one I(p) for the pixel p under the labeling (color state assignment)
fp .
The discontinuity cost is given by:
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Original

Corrupted

FBP-FCT

BP-FCT

BP-FH

PSNR/time

19.14dB / 0s

23.27dB / 0.15s 25.39dB / 2.5s

24.19dB / 27s

PSNR/time

18.87dB / 0s

25.76dB / 0.03s 27.21dB / 0.5s

26.02dB / 5s

Fig. 7. Denoising results. BP-FCT and FBP-FCT perform better or similar when
compared with BP-FH (in terms of PSNR) while being 1 up to 2 orders of magnitude
faster.
t−1
V (fp , fq ) = β min(kµt−1
p (fp ) − µq (fq )k2 , τ2 )

(23)

where β is a scaling factor and τ2 acts as a truncation value.
We compare BP-FCT (Section 4.1) and FBP-FCT (Section 4.2) with BPFH [7]. For this purpose the gray-scale images are corrupted by adding independent and identically-distributed Gaussian noise with zero-mean and variance 30. We use the original available implementation for multiscale BP-FH.
We apply for FBP-FCT a Gaussian smoothing with standard deviation 1.5
before processing the corrupted images, while BP-FH was demonstrated using
a Gaussian filtering with a standard deviation of 1.5. We set σc = σm = 3.2
for FBP-FCT, while BP-FCT uses for discontinuity truncation τ2 = 200, for
data truncation τ1 = 10000 and for the rate of increase the cost β = 1. While
BP-FH uses 5 iterations, BP-FCT uses 20.
Reducing the number of labels when |L|  |C|2 assures a considerable speed-up of our proposed methods (BP-FCT - O(n|C|2 T ), FBP-FCT
- O(n|C|2 )), over the standard multi-scale BP-FH which has a time complexity of O(n|L|T ) (with n the number of pixels and T the number of iterations).
Image denoising results are shown in Figure 7. For all the test images BPFCT and FBP-FCT had a better or similar denoising performance (in terms
of PSNR) than the BP-FH method, while being up to 100 times faster. For
example, the Boat gray-scale corrupted image with 321 × 481 pixels (top row
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in Figure 7) is processed by FBP-FCT in about 150 milliseconds, by BPFCT in 2.5 seconds, while BP-FH takes more than 27 seconds. The computed
PSNR (in decibels) for the Penguin images are: P SN RCorrupted = 18.87,
P SN RF BP −F CT = 25.76, P SN RBP −F CT = 27.21, P SN RBP −F H = 26.02.
We refer the reader to the figure for the complete set of numbers for all images.
Having a denoising method that works for a single channel image (gray levels),
usually the multi-channel images (e.g: RGB) are processed for each channel
individually and the denoised image is the union of the denoised channels.
5.3 Stereo matching
For stereo matching, in the BP-FCT (see Section 4.1) framework we define the
following cost and update functions. We employ the standard settings using
a Disparity Space Image (DSI) computed as follows using the left and right
intensity images, Il and Ir .
For a pixel p = (i, j) whose intensity is Il (i, j) in the left camera image,
the cost for a disparity of d is:
DSI(p, d) = β min(kIl (i, j) − Ir (i − d, j)k2 , τs )

(24)

where β = 0.1 and τs = 10000.
The data cost at iteration t is defined for each point p in the left image
and color state fp ∈ C as:
Dp (fp ) = DSI(p, µt−1
p (fp ))

(25)

where µt−1
p (fp ) is the previous disparity estimate for the pixel p and the same
color state fp ∈ C
The data update at iteration t is:

arg mind DSI(p, d)
if W(q) = ∅
µtq (fq ) =
(26)
arg minµtp→q (fq ),p∈W(q) (DSI(p, µtp→q (fq )))
otherwise
where W(q) is
W(q) = {p ∈ N (q)|ĉtp→q (fq ) = fq }

(27)

and represents the set of neighbors from the 4-neighborhood N (q), as picked
in the best energy computation that share the same color state fq (thus underlying color segment) with q. ĉtp→q (fq ) is computed using Equation (9).
The discontinuity cost is given by:

0 if fp = fq
V (fp , fq ) =
(28)
τv otherwise
where τv = 40 in our experiments.
Figure 8 depicts results of the BP-FCT method in comparison with BP-FH.
Here we see a case where our approach does not improve upon the full BPFH [7] formulation. The main reason for the poorer performance is the discrete
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Fig. 8. Stereo matching results. a) Our implementation of [25] where for image
segmentation we use our FBP-FCT, b) BP-FCT, c) BP-FH from [7].

nature of the cost function. There is no smooth transition in costs from one
disparity to a neighboring one with respect to difference in absolute values.
This makes it difficult to define an updating function for the data estimation
when we work with four colors. Our intuition is to pick the best disparity from
the same color segment and in the absence of connections to neighbors with
the same color, to return to the best observed disparity (see Equation (26)).
The drawback is that our proposed method needs more iterations per level to
achieve a performance similar to BP-FH. In our experiments, it takes between
five and ten times more iterations than BP-FH to achieve similar performance,
however this is not directly seen in the running time for large inputs, since
our method has O(n|C|2 T ) complexity and BP-FH O(n|L|T ). Starting from
the case where |L| > 4|C|2 our proposed method (BP-FCT) is similar or
considerably faster (|L|  4|C|2 ).
For stereo matching based on image segmentation, our proposed segmentation method (FBP-FCT) can be integrated as a fast oversegmentation step.
Figure 8 depicts results where we used our segmentation and our implementation of the pipeline from [25]. This is a winner-take-all method that combines
fast aggregation of costs in a window around each pixel with costs from the
segment support to which the pixel belongs. According to the Middlebury
benchmark [19], this implementation ranks 76th out of 88 current methods.
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Fig. 9. Optical flow results for the Tsukuba and Venus image pairs.

5.4 Optical flow
In motion flow estimation, the labels correspond to different displacement vectors. While in stereo matching the disparities were evaluated along the scanline, here the displaced/corresponding pixels are to be found in a surrounding
two-dimensional window in the paired images. Thus, the set of labels goes
quadratic when compared with stereo. We are using the cost functions as defined for stereo matching in the BP-FCT framework (see Section 5.3), where d
is a mapping for displacements. For a pixel p = (i, j) whose intensity is Il (i, j)
in the first (left) image, the cost for a displacement of d(i, j) = (di , dj ) is:
DSI(p, d) = β min(kIl (i, j) − Ir (i − di , j − dj )k2 , τs )

(29)

where β = 0.1 and τs = 10000. The other cost functions are given by the
Equations (25), (26), and (28). We keep the same parameter values as in the
stereo case, Section 5.3.
Note that increasing the set/space of displacement values will not increase
the computational time of our Four-Color Theorem based BP approach, since
the size of the actual label set is decoupled from that of the placeholder labels,
i.e. the four colors. However, the DSI still needs to be computed for having
good initial estimates. In our case, the optical flow case takes as much running
time as the stereo case (see Section 5.3) for the same image size, apart from
differences in initialization and the selection of the best energy displacement
per pixel which is slower for optical flow, given its higher number of actual
labels. Figure 9 shows the results for the optical flow computation on the
same standard stereo image pairs. For this we are considering as disparity the
distance from the left pixel to the corresponding pixel in the right image. We
see that the results are worse but very close to the ones obtained in the stereospecific formulation (from Figure 8). Increasing the number of displacements
from 16(20) in the Tsukuba (Venus) pair in the stereo case to as much as
1024(1600) (about two orders magnitude bigger) causes a drop of only 4% in
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the quality of the results, but does not increase the computational time of the
BP-FCT algorithm. However, the DSI computation time (and the winnertake-all initialization) taken individually increases linearly with the number
of possible displacements.
Original

2 color states

3 color states

4 color states

∼ 150ms
5 color states

∼ 250ms
6 color states

∼ 350ms

∼ 600ms

∼ 850ms

Fig. 10. Number of color states versus FBP-FCT segmentation results on Teddy
image. Using more than 6 color states usually does not change the segmentation.
Already from 5 to 6 color states the changes in segmentation are minor.

5.5 Theory and parameters in practice
In Section 2.2 we reviewed the graph theoretical foundations supporting our
choice of 4 color states, which was based on the four-color theorem. Here we
empirically verify that indeed 4 color states is the right number in our conditions. We want to prove that using more than 4 color states is: i) suboptimal,
slowing down the BP inference, and ii) the solution does not improve. Also,
if we reduce the number of color states below 4 then we have: i) insufficient
color states, but faster BP inference, and ii) the obtained solution worsens.
We use the previous settings for image segmentation (Section 5.1) and
image denoising (Section 5.2). For image segmentation with FBP-FCT we
first apply a Gaussian smoothing with standard deviation 0.7, followed by our
method with σc = 4.2 for pairwise costs (at pixel level) and σm = 3.2 for data
costs (at color segment level).
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For image denoising results with FBP-FCT we apply a Gaussian smoothing of the image with standard deviation 0.8, followed by our method with
σc = 3.2 for pairwise costs (at pixel level) and σm = 3.2 for data costs (at
color segment level). For image denoising with BP-FCT no prior smoothing is
employed and the number of iterations of message passing updates per each
scale is fixed to 20.
Original

2 color states

3 color states

4 color states

2548 segments
5 color states

2475 segments
6 color states

2507 segments

2508 segments

2501 segments

Fig. 11. Number of color states versus FBP-FCT segmentation results on Teddy
image. The minimum segment size is 1. Each segment is colored using the color of
the first pixel in the segment in the forward traversal order.

In Figures 10, 11, and 12 we depict the impact of the number of color
states, as used in the Forward BP algorithm, on the segmentation results.
Figure 10 shows the underlying segmentation as obtained for different numbers
of color states used for FBP-FCT, as well as the running times. Figures 11
and 12 illustrate the segmentation by filling in the segments with the color
of the first pixel of the segment in forward traversal order (Figure 11) or an
average of such pixel colors whenever the segments were merged to meet the
minimum 50 pixels size (Figure 12). We qualitatively see that the best image
segmentation results are achieved for 4 color states, and quantitatively, as
expected, the running time increases quadraticaly with the number of color
states. Also, the changes from 4 color states to 5 are small, while between
5 color states and 6 color states the differences are hardly noticeable. Using
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more than 6 color states does not change the segmentation when compared
with the 6 color states result.
Original

2 color states

3 color states

4 color states

559 segments
5 color states

641 segments
6 color states

621 segments

629 segments

622 segments

Fig. 12. Number of color states versus FBP-FCT segmentation results on Teddy
image. The minimum segment size is 50. Each segment is colored using the color of
the first pixel in the segment in the forward traversal order or the average of such
colors when where merged to form segments with ≥ 50 pixels.

For the denoising experiment, we report the running time (in seconds, s)
and the PSNR (in decibels, dB) for each FBP-FCT and BP-FCT setting with 2
up to 6 color states. As seen in Figure 13, the best PSNR is reached for 4 color
states. Using more color states does not necessarily help the denoising results
but slows down the process. Note that the underlying segmentation of FBPFCT does not necessarily imply pixelwise equal denoised labels/intensities
within each color state segment. This is because FBP-FCT actually is a single,
consistent FBP iteration and the assigned denoised intensities are the best as
computed locally in the forward traversal order. Thus, locally within each
color state segment the labels can evolve smoothly. The larger the segments
are, the bigger the label differences within them can get.
In the underlying segmentations for both the segmentation and denoising experiments, the segments only change visibly up to the use of 6 colors.
Within that initial range, the changes get smaller as the the number of colors increases. We did not even try and match colors between corresponding
segments. Anyway, these experimental results are in agreement with graph col-
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oring theory. As a matter of fact, that theory also states that at most 6 colors
are required to color any map on the plane or the sphere [8]. Of course, and as
repeatedly mentioned in the paper, the Four Color Theorem [17] demonstrates
that the necessary number of colors is 4. Yet, such coloring is NP-complete
and using more colors relaxes the situation, allowing for polynomial time complexity colorings. Increasing the number of colors further eases the task. Our
task is even harder, as we not only optimize the colors but also the number
of segments, their labels, and their boundaries.
From these experiments we can empirically conclude that, under our settings, the four color theorem holds in practice. Four color states suffice for the
best trade-off between performance and running time of our BP variants.

6 Conclusions
We have presented how the Four-Color Theorem based on the max-product
belief propagation technique can be used in early computer vision for solving
MRF problems where an energy is to be minimized. Our proposed methods
yield results that are comparable with other methods, but improve either the
speed for large images and/or large label sets (the case of image segmentation,
stereo matching and optical flow), or both the performance and speed (the
case of image denoising).
The Four Color Theorem principle is difficult to apply in cases where
the label set is discrete and no natural order/relation between them can be
inferred. This is the case for stereo matching and optical flow, where the
disparity cost function takes discrete, unrelated values. This causes slower
convergence, but is compensated by the low time complexity of the methods,
independent of the number of labels. Thus, the proposed methods perform
faster than the standard methods considered here, at least for large inputs.
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